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New Reality
Typewriter
Welcome to the revised version of the Initiation Gameguide. I am revisiting the PDF version of the guide, since the original copyis lost. As such, there will be a few side-notes here and there in blue.I would like to credit Neodraconis for his excellent eye for detail in submitting these revision suggestions to me.  While we're here, let's state that 'Studio 69' has now become 'New Reality Games'. This is the final revision of the company name. Let us call this V1.1 of the gameguide, all rights reserved, 2014. Enjoy!

New Reality
Typewriter

New Reality
Typewriter

New Reality
Typewriter
Additional note: There is so much more information that could go into a 'comprehensive' game guide for Initiation. It certainly is a massive game (though not as big as Corruption), but I feel that we must continue to look on into the future, rather than dwell on the past. As such, I have chosen to make the necessary revisions,but not add any more data to the guide.
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Introduction: 

Hey guys, so, what’s this database all about? Originally, it was just going to be a selection of maps, detailing all the hidden secrets. This way, you’d be able 

to follow the guide to ensure you don’t miss out on anything! In the end though, it was began to take the form of a step-by-step guide, with developer’s 

annotations and even some random bits and pieces. There are also some insights into the deeper universe of Data Hacker and the characters you will meet. 

In essence then, this document is a supplement to the world itself, and less of a guide.  

 

Game Development: 

All games begin with an idea. Upon putting your idea down in some form, it begins to expand, with characters, places, plot devices and what have you all 

coming forward and finding their place within this World that you have just created. 

Being a solo developer is a skill in itself. As a Jacques-of-all-trades, I am lucky in that I can do pretty much everything involved with making an RPG like this 

(except RGSS3 scripting, noooo). 

Think about it. What do you need to make and market a game like this?  

A story: RPGs are like interactive books. So, not only do you need a hook, but you also need to keep the player engaged. This is done with memorable 

characters, plot devices and general believability. 

Character Design: With a project like this, there are loads of different characters. While some of them are just there for padding, and to make the game feel 

more alive, others have something significant to say. Designing characters that all have different speech patterns and believability can be a daunting task 

indeed. 

Gameplay Mechanics: Arguably more/as important as a gripping story. Sometimes, a great story can make up for crappy gameplay, but not often. Balance is 

the key issue within the gameplay, I think. A poorly balanced game can feel unprofessional, unpolished and sometimes even unplayable. I remember 

playing the Original Final Fantasy and thinking ‘Christ, these monsters are all like bosses!’ As a result I never played more than a couple of hours of it. 
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Art Style: I’m quite limited in my resources, but fortunately there are people out there willing to contribute for a copy of the game, or even post out 

resources which are free for projects like this. Without these incredibly generous people, Initiation would be a purely stock game. Fortunately, I have a little 

skill in photoshop, so I can edit some resources, but creating them from scratch is a. beyond my capabilities, and b. too time-consuming. 

Soundtrack: Without the supplement of 3D animated art, we have to convey emotions and story tones through sound. I personally feel that without a great 

soundtrack, a dark game like this would be completely flat. Immersion is the goal, and hopefully with Allen Elezeid’s fantastic OST, we’ve achieved at least 

some level of ‘feels’. 

Level Design: Levels need to feel big enough, and well-populated. When you have a stock tileset, it can be quite difficult to make new areas feel unique. 

There’s nothing worse than copy-paste dungeons, in my opinion. I want to feel like I’m progressing in a game, not constantly wandering through locales 

that all feel identical. 

Database Management: Something that most players don’t think about. The database is where all items, weapons, animations, playable characters, 

monsters, system settings, status afflictions and tilesets are contained. This takes a hell of a long time to set up, since the majority lays the foundations for 

your game before you begin developing anything else. At a rough estimate, I would say that as I write this, there are currently approximately 400-500 items, 

weapons and armours for use in the game. There are also around 160 monsters (with more to come). Then, every monster and combination has to be set 

up, with parameters for in-battle speech and monster hacking variables, to name a couple. EVERY SINGLE item within the database has to be correctly set 

up, and balanced for use within the game. 

I’ve had to prioritise my time to make sure that all of these areas are covered, even if not as much as I would have liked. 

Now, I’m not saying that I’ve achieved all of this particularly well. That’s for my fans to decide. But I’ve certainly done my best, and hope that one day we’ll 

be at a point where there is a small team behind me, picking up after me and making up for any of my flaws as a developer, as well as contributing their 

own ideas to the pot. We can dream! 

Enough of my development commentary! Onto the game guide! Oh wait… there’s more commentary...? 
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Recruiting Characters 

The vast majority of player you meet within the confines of the game belong to Guilds, and as such, usually don’t party with ‘strangers’ like Jay. There are a 

few around though, and each provides something special. All recruited players act of their own accord in battle (they don’t always take the right course of 

action though…) 

SwordyMAN – You can find this newbie hanging around the EPT representative. He is level 1, and when he leaves your party will bestow you with 500 

CREDIT for helping him find his feet within the game. His equipment is free to customise. 

Roguelike – You can find Roguelike looking shady around the Strom statue in Strife, and he’ll happily join your party from level 8 onwards. When he leaves, 

he will hand you skill tome that contains the Teama Ultim skill; one of the best support skills found in game. His equipment is fixed, since he doesn’t hang 

around for too long. 

Trisch – Trisch is hanging around in Fort Leonhart with her guildmates, and when you hit level 50, she’s all yours. Not only is she pretty powerful, but she 

will also unlock a new dungeon for you to have a stab at. When you complete this dungeon, you will receive a legendary weapon (if they are activated in 

your game). She bails on you after this dungeon is complete. 

Scyr, the Hyena – Scyr, the Hyena has a unique class and is based on a character profile designed by a backer of the game. He can be found near the 

monument in the southern section of Leonhart. Scyr will actually help out for as long as you want him, and his equipment is interchangeable, so you’re free 

to use him for as long as you wish. 

Dagga – You’ll first meet Dagga near the entrance to the Communal hall. However, when you enter the Alchemist’s Manor Dungeon, she is so creeped out 

by all the possessed puppets that she seeks your help. She’ll stick around for a bit. 

{Beta} Marcus – This character is tied into a quest for a Nefarious character (literally, that’s his name) to steal a player’s house. Should you choose NOT to 

hack him, he becomes recruitable from level 56. He is well aware of the fact that you’re a hacker, and as such, feels that it would be an awesome adventure 

to join you, and so, he asks if he can. He is also the ONLY player-character that is able to continue with you into the real endgame. He has pretty awesome 

equipment that cannot be edited in any way. 

 

New Reality
Typewriter
When she leaves, you receive a Darksteel Dagger.
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Hacking Monsters and Players 

Hacking really couldn’t be easier. No more sitting in front of computers, tapping away. No, Jay’s hacking skills are concentrated into an all-round technique, 

accessed in the menu during battle. 

Hacking monsters is more successful when they are on lot health. Every monster is assigned a value, and it is this value that determines what archetype of 

recruit will result from the hack, i.e. Gunner, Warrior, Chantan… etc. You can only have one of each archetype in the party at any given time, and if this is 

the case when hacking a monster, you will gain a Data Core instead. These cores can either be sold or used later on to forge keys. 

Hacking players takes a slightly different tact. Upon hacking a player, you will be transported to a ‘nether region’, where you can battle that player. You can 

then either hack them in battle to gain a recruit/item, or defeat them for experience and CREDIT. 

Learning Skills 

If you were to hit ‘esc’ on the keyboard, and select ‘skills’ on the menu, you will be able to see all skills that your character has thus far learned. Scroll down 

and there is the ‘learn’ button. For CREDIT, you can learn any of the skills listed on the menu here. Rather than trickle skills to your characters, every single 

skill they can ever learn this way can be learned from level 1. 

So, it is your choice- do you use your CREDIT to learn all of the elemental low-level skills, and give a better chance of having the correct one in battle? Or, do 

you save up for that nuke-type spell and hope that the enemies die before you need to find their weakness? 

When characters mature into their next archetype, more skills become available to learn (you may also notice that all skills from the previous incarnation 

follow onto the next stage). 

Renaming Characters 

Just as if your recruits were pets, you can rename them through the ‘status’ section of the menu. This goes for the main character too (hence the starting 

name of ???). 
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Upgrading Recruits 

Yes, you can! In fact, if you don’t you might find yourself struggling to progress… This can only be done in Major towns and Hax Complecks. 

The first thing you’ll need is a Growth Ribbon. There are a few scattered around the game, including a player in Strife who has one to spare. Some classes 

also require a Secondary Growth Item, and again, these are scattered throughout the game. Here’s a table that shows how the items are used (in 

conjunction with Growth Ribbons), as well as the skills that each recruit gains. The ‘maturing’ system activates automatically upon equipping the items. 

 

Base Class Method Grade 1 Class Method Grade 2 Class 

Warrior 
Powered Blow 
 

Lvl 22 Knight 
Powered Blow 
Heavy Swing 
Knight’s Honour  
 

Lvl 45 + Holy 
Shield 

Cleric of the Sword 
Powered Blow 
Heavy Swing 
Heal 
Lumo 
State Shield 
Knight’s Honour 

   Lvl 45 + Thick 
Shell 

Armoru 
Powered Blow 
Heavy Swing 
Manadrain Strike 
Defensive Stance 
Knight’s Honour 

   Lvl 45 + 
Demon Blade 

Noireknight 
Powered Blow 
Heavy Swing 
Noire 
Seduction 
Spears of Darkness 
Knight’s Honour 
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Lvl 45 + 
Ceremonial 
Katana 

Samurai 
Powered Blow 
Heavy Swing 
Knight’s Honour 
Jinko-spells 

 Lvl 25 + Axe of 
Rage 

Berserker 
Powered Blow 
Flurry of Blades 
Warcry 
Rally Cry 
 

  

 Lvl 25 + 
Dragonscale 

Lancer 
Powered Blow 
Dracofirestrike 
Fudracofirestrike 

Lvl 45 + 
Dragon Egg 

Dracokin 
Powered Blow 
Dracofirestrike 
FuDracofirestrike 
Dragon Breath 
Dragon Familiar 

Scout  
Venom Strike 
Backslash 
 

Lvl 20  Rogue 
Venom Strike 
Backslash 
Vendetta 
Target Eyes/mouth/head 
Invoke Speed 
 

Lvl 45 + Bloody 
Dagger 

Assassin 
Venom Strike 
Backslash 
Vendetta 
Target 
Eyes/mouth/head 
Invoke Speed 
Bind Enemy 
Assassinate 
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   Lvl 45 + 
Melodial Blade 

Bladedancer 
Venom Strike 
Backslash 
Vendetta 
Target 
Eyes/mouth/head 
Invoke Speed 
Flurry of Blades 

Scout/Gunner   Lvl 45 + 
Explosives 

Saboteur 
Venom Strike 
Backslash 
Vendetta 
Target 
Eyes/mouth/head 
Invoke Speed 
Manadrain Strike 
Drain att/def/maj 

Gunner 
Gatling 
Potshot 
250, 275 

Lvl 18 Gunslinger 
Gatling 
Potshot 
Rally Cry 
Elemental Strikes 
Blazing Bullets 

  

 Lvl 22 + Scope Sniper 
Potshot 
Gatling 
Target eyes.mouth.head 
Noire 
Eagle Eye 
Armour Piercing 
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Chantan 
1st and 2nd grade 
elemental 
offensives, 
Basic heal, 
Majique Axe 
 

Lvl 22 + Hellfire 
Lamp 

Chaoschant 
Chantan’s skills + 3rd 
grade offensives, 
Mage’s nap 

  

 Lvl 22 + Holy 
Lamp 

Soothsayer 
Chantan’s skills, plus all 
healing and buff spells 

  

 Lvl 22 + 
Blacklight Lamp 

Priest of Noire 
Chantan’s skills, plus high 
level darkness majique, 
Mage’s nap 

  

   Lvl 32 + 
Moondust 

Astromancer 
Chantan’s Skills, plus 
meteor spells 

   Lvl 32 + 
Majiqual Blade 

Battlemage 
Chantan’s skills, plus 
elemental attacks, drain 
majique and powered 
blow 

Rider 
Charge 
 

Lvl 22 + Loot Raider 
Charge 
Burn Out 

Lvl 33 + 
Treasure 

Master Raider 
Charge 
Burn Out 
Rally Cry 

 Lvl22 Cavalier 
Charge  
Defensive Stance  

Lvl 37 + Royal 
Insignia 

Royal Guard 
Charge  
Defensive Stance 
Leadership 
Front Line  
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Telekin 
Mind muddle 
Psydischarge  
Mind blast 
Meditate 
Break barrier 

Lvl 25 + Black 
Dagger 

Wraith 
As telekin, 
Plus Noire and PiNoire 

Lvl 40 + Black 
Scythe 

Reaper 
As Wraith, plus 
OiPiNoire and Reaper 

 Lvl 25 Psyren 
Telekin’s + seduction and 
heal 

  

 Lvl 25 + 
Mannequin 

Puppeteer 
Telekin’s + Sumon Puppet 
melee and majique 

Lvl 45 + 
Master Puppet 

Puppet General 
As before, with puppet 
band skill (like a limit) 

Trickster 
Substitute 
Mirage 
Break Barrier 
Slot  

Lvl 30 Charlatan 
+sleight of hand, slot and 
jackpot 

  

Wandering 
Diseased Bite  
Moonlight  

Lvl 34 Crawler 
+putrid Barf, Noire, 
Pinoire 

  

 Lvl 39 + Purpose Ethereal 
+unfinished business, 
ectoplasm 

  

Voidcaller 
Raise Zombie 
Raise Enraged 
Zombie 
Raise Lich 
Noire 
PiNoire 

    

 

 

New Reality
Typewriter
There is one recruit missing from this list: the Mechanician. He has a 'dismantle' skill that heavily damages mechanical foes.
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Class 3 Recruits (Available by defeating the Dungeon Tower on new game+, having already acquired a ‘Familiar’s Call’): 

Paladin  Holy Grail  Ascended 

Noire Knight  Temptation Underlord 

 

There are also three ‘Pets’ you can add to your party, located throughout the Game. The first is the Jelly-type pet, which can be found in a random drop 

called ‘Wobbly Call’, which drops from the Fungi monsters in the Forest dungeon. The second ‘pet’ is a ‘Mechaguard’ pet, found in the Warehouse 

Dungeon, and the third, as mentioned before, is the Dragon Familiar pet, which can be attained from beating the Dungeon Tower in the City of Strife. Pets 

each have different equipment slots (I mean, a Dragon can’t wield a sword now, can it?), and each have different skills. 

By utilising a pet summon item, your party size will increase to 4, allowing them to literally be an add-on to assist in battle. They don’t show up on the field 

though, on account of the caterpillar of character getting too long.  

Being Good/Evil 

While there is no clear-cut sense of morality, it is your sense of protecting or hacking players that ultimately effects the direction of the storyline. And 

remember, the choices you make on your first play-through cannot be changed through new game+, even if you act differently. To unlock the alternative 

ending, you must start a new game. 

  

user
Sticky Note
Paladin was later renamed 'Cleric of the Sword'

New Reality
Typewriter

New Reality
Typewriter
Paladin was later named 'Cleric of the Sword', or 'Cleric' for short.

New Reality
Typewriter
Edit: This is no longer true; you can change your course on a NG+ save file.

New Reality
Strikeout

New Reality
Strikeout

New Reality
Typewriter
Growth Ribbons: On a run-through of the entire game, it is only possible to pick up a total of 5 Growth Ribbons. In order to acquire allof the available recruits in the game, I heartily recommend playing through on NG+. This will also allow you to pick up more powerful secondary growth items that will allow you to access the more powerful recruits.
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City of Strife 

Before I begin the description, I’ll just mention two small 

points; one of the statues near to where you warp in has 

75 CREDIT attached to it. Also, the ‘SwordyMAN’ 

character is recruitable! 

The beginner’s town, the city of Strife was in fact the first 

map I worked on. As such, it began really quite small, 

and like an organic town in the real world, it expanded as 

I came up with new ideas to add. The final addition was a 

Communal Hall, which allows backers of the project to 

easily find their named/designed character. The vast 

majority of backer-named characters and guilds can be 

found here, but they will also be witnessed in other 

areas of the game.  

The Tower of Shadows is located here, and features 30 

floors of battle-iscious flavour.  

Unlike other players of Online World, due to Jay’s highly 

irregular data, you cannot access normal shops, vendors 

or the inn.  

So head through the town and you will meet Jaque for 

the first time. Jaque is another hacker; one of 

extraordinary skill and expertise in some areas that Jay 

might not be. His reasons for wanting to hack Online 
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World and annoy the parent company; ‘EPT Corp.’ are at this point unclear. Points of interest: 

1. Beginner’s chest: This will allow you to not only pick a starting weapon, but also teach Jay’s character his first skill. A staff will teach the basic flame 

spell; Pyro, and a Sword or Gun teaches Pyrostrike. 

2. Katina: The first possible Growth Ribbon can be obtained from Katina for a mere 5600. The Growth Ribbon allows your hacked recruits to ‘mature’, 

giving access to new skills and increasing base statistics. Please note that some recruits also require a secondary item to mature. 

3. Dododrome: A small feature, added in for fun. There are four tracks, one of which is available at first. The aim is to jump the crevices and avoid 

hitting obstacles, and at the end you will receive a small CREDIT prize for winning. 

4. Communal Hall: If you have backed the project, chances are your character will be hanging around here. It’s the northern-most part of the City, but 

you can’t enter until you’ve finished the first dungeon. If you’re taking the hacker route, there are two unique classes here that if you’re up to the 

challenge, provide very rare Skill Tomes that teach powerful spells. Watch out though, when hacking players here, a lot of teams will stick together 

to take you down. 

5. Quest Board: This is where standard RPG quests can be picked up. Once you have activated a quest, a reminder can be checked by using the ‘quest 

journal’ key item in your inventory. After completing 8 of these basic quests, you will have the option to embark on the ‘Village of Seph’ questline, 

which features a new town and dungeons. 

6. Gatestone: Used to transport the player from towns to dungeons.  

7. StromIV Statue: StromIV, one of the backers, was not only incredibly generous with a financial pledge, but also helped to host the test versions of 

the game and provided invaluable insight into the project with thoughts and feedback. As such, there is a character dedicated to him. Visit this 

statue for an item called ‘Odd Book I’, which deciphers some of the mysterious language you will encounter on your journey. There is not only a 

snippet of Faballa lore here (the Online World realm), but also a second version of the truth… 

The character that hangs around here named Roguelike is recruitable from level 8 onwards, and gives a nice gift when he eventually logs back out. 

8. Dungeon Tower: Upon defeating/hacking the guard at the entrance, you can enter the first floor. Once inside, warping is disabled, and the only way 

to exit is to be defeated. You will not be healed after each fight as per the rest of the game, making it an intense endurance run. So bring lots of 

potions! Upon finishing all 30 levels, you will be awarded something of extreme rarity within Online World… the Dragon Familiar Pet Summon. This 

is the most powerful of all the ‘pets’ within the game, and will stand you in good stead for the coming war… 

Another point to mention; If you play through the new game+, the prize at the end of the tower will be a unique secondary mature item, which will 

allow you to obtain one of the two grade 4 recruits implemented into the game. 

9. Jet Lee Character: This character is tied to a quest later on… 

10. Beta House: This house, the home of one of the players of the Online World Beta, ties into a quest later on…  

New Reality
Typewriter
Edit: You get healed once every 10 levels.
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Desert Oasis Dungeon 

 
The Desert Oasis is a simple, straight-forward 

dungeon, with two chests on the raised 

sections [2] in the North-Eastern section of 

the map, and another to the far left past the 

Oasis. If you have accepted the PK’ers quest 

from Leonhart, the perpetrators can also be 

found here. 

 

Upon entering the dungeon [1], you will be 

granted the ability to use the ‘Data Hack’ skill. 

This skill, when used in battle will attempt to 

corrupt the monster data. While not always 

successful, this skill can result in new recruits 

for your team, or specialist items known as 

Data Cores. 

 

The monsters here are relatively easy to beat, 

and are weak to Pyro-element.  

 

A small snippet of Faballa lore can be read on 

the monument [3] to the far north-western 

part of the map. Once you’re done with 

everything else, you can approach the 

mysterious transparent character [4] to 

progress your main quest, dropping you down into a straight-forward cave section. 
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It is here you will meet Jaque for a second time [1], but make sure to grab the two 

chests [2/3] before reaching the end. This is a good opportunity to sell any unwanted 

items, and purchase basic equipment for the rest of your team. 

 

When you’re done, head up the stairs [4] and to the right to face the boss monster (if 

you want to). 

 

When you’re done with the dungeon, you can return to the Warp crystal to warp back 

to the City of Strife. There, you will see Camadre of the Justica banish a player for using 

unauthorised game-addons. She then sends a server-wide message, warning players of 

a zero-tolerance policy on hacking (Also, having left the Desert Oasis, you will be given 

a Crystone that allows you to warp back to Strife at any given time, as long as warp is 

available). 

 

After this, you’re free to move onto the next dungeon by activating the Gatestone. 
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Forest Dungeon 

Another fairly straight-forward dungeon, the Forest is a short 

maze of paths. To progress the main quest, make your way to 

the Grave [4], where you can activate the dungeon’s quest to 

find the ancient artefact (an oft-used term, in this case; 

Swords). These are easy to find, just make your way through the 

paths and you’ll see them all along your way. 

Again, the monsters seen here are weak to Pyro, and watch out 

for the Fungi. While only good for one charge, they can use Gaia 

in battle, which deals a hefty toll on a member of your team due 

to a high majique attack. The Ikewaise monsters that mimic the 

appearance of Treasure Chests (a mainstay for any fantasy 

game, haha) have a fairly high attack stat, so watch out for that. 

Once you have found all of the swords, return to the ghost and 

hand them in to receive a reward. That’s the main part done, 

allowing you to move onto the next dungeon, if you wish. 

However, there are a few more areas of interest: 

The vines [2] can be climbed to reach a secret area with a 

treasure chest.  Activate the tree [3] to uncover another secret 

area with another treasure chest. 

Upon completing the dungeon’s short quest, head to the tomb 

doors [5] to fight the dungeon’s optional boss. It is fairly tough, 

but weak to physical attacks (and the Dracofire element), so if 

you have the cash, it is recommended you purchase the 
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Dracofirestrike skill for physical mains, or the Majique Axe summon spell for spell-caster mains. 

That’s about it! When you’re done, head back to Strife (you can use the Strife Crystone now, for quicker warping), and head on into Dungeon 3 (if you 

want!). 
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Hax Compleck 

 

Surprise! Jaque re-routes you from your intended destination (dungeon 3), and instead you warp to a custom-crafted tiny place he calls the Hax Compleck. 

So, go ahead and have a chat with Jaque. After your chat, you can use the shop NPC (finally, a proper shop!), and check out the Arena for staged battles. 

Arena battles are both a great source of experience and cash, which in turn can be spent on new skills. There is also no penalty for losing a battle (unlike the 

rest of the game). 

He will give you both a Level 3 Crystone, and a return item for the Hax Compleck, so you can return at any point. So, what are you waiting for? Get a move 

along! 
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Ghost Town Dungeon 

Creepy huh? Upon entering the Ghost Town 

(a hive of corruption), you will immediately 

come across Masamae; one of EPT’s 

administration. Just like Chelise in the 

introduction, Masamae will attempt to 

banish Jay for trespassing in a locked 

dungeon. It doesn’t work however, due to 

the encrypted nature of Jay’s hacked 

account. 

Intrigued, Masamae sticks around for a chat, 

rather than following administrator protocol 

(which dictates that he should basically just 

run away).  

So, Jay explains to this total stranger (why 

not?) why he is so pissed off. After 

dedicating all this time to Online World, he is 

shunned and accused of being someone he is 

not (but it turned out he was a dormant 

hacker… haha, the irony). 

Masamae takes this all on board and leaves, 

leaving Jay to explore the corrupted Ghost Town. There really isn’t much here except some buggy skeleton monsters and a few chests (accessed from 

points ½), so when you are done, go ahead and head back to Hax Compleck. 
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Once back at HC, Jaque explains that the Justica are looking for Jay, and that he is setting up a trap to snare the leaders and blackmail them into giving 

information. He has discovered that the Justica are working for/in league with, the Administration, a fact he finds somewhat disturbing. If you warp from 

the mines at any point, for whatever reason, you can touch the crystal in HC to return to the dungeon. 
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Mines Dungeon 

Like any good fantasy game, there is a mines dungeon (no sewer levels though!) in Online World.  

Your aim is to head down the first set of steps to Basement 1, then head to the north-western part of 

the map [8], where you will regroup with Jaque. In order to progress, you must push the minecart [7] 

into the boulder which lays in the way. 

There are two main kinds of enemies here, the Pyro/Electro element monsters, and the Apparati; a 

ghast-like monster. Use water against the elementals, and any kind of attack against 

the ghasts. 

Treasure chests are located throughout [2, 3, 6, 7], and the minecarts containing 

ore can be emptied to provide saleable items. You can also head down the ladder at 

[4] to enter a small dormitory for the miners that have long since vanished. 

The Bonus crypt can be activated by pushing the minecart from [1], either from the 

side or below (so you’re not standing in the way). The bonus crypt is located at [5], 

and contains a Venom Dragon. This one is particularly vulnerable to Freeze-

element, so use specific attacks accordingly.  

Once you’ve made it to the end [8], you’ll join Jaque and head on into a skirmish 

room, where you’ll fight the leader of the Justica. Once beaten, Jaisone will give you 

an ‘Admin Key;’ a locked item that was apparently given to him by the 

Administrators. After this you’ll automatically head back to HC to discuss matter 

with Jaque. 
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Fort Leonhart 

The second and final real town, in Initiation, you can 

access the last of the ‘beginner’s dungeons’ from this 

town’s gatestone.  

There are various sidequests available from this Fort, 

and a dedicated Trioarch tournament area to the 

south-west. 

Upon your first visit, you can head down to be 

confronted by Captain Vengeance [1], a self-

proclaimed vanquisher of hackers and PKers. Kind of a 

comic-relief character, he has a virtuous heart but no 

common sense, and often gets beaten. Speaking of 

which, ‘Tales from Online World Vol.1’ Features Cap’n 

Vengeance as the main character! 

Alternatively, head slightly north and talk to the shady 

charcter named Nefarious [2] to take on a quest aimed 

mainly at those taking the hacker route. He asks you to 

go to Strife and hack a player for his armour. What 

ensues is a bit of a hide-and-seek scenario, the finale of 

which is at the end of the Dododrome (jut in case 

you’re having trouble). 

Once you’re level 26 or higher, you can recruit Scyr [3], 

the Hyena; a one-off Mercenary class, located next to 

the monument to the south-east. 
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If you have reached the point where you have been invited to the Trioarch Tournament, head to the sandy area where Scyr is located, there is a young 

couple [4] looking to create an in-game child (to each their own, I guess). This can be completed by hacking the Robot Servant located in one of the town’s 

guildhalls [5]. Watch out though, the owners don’t take kindly to you stealing their stuff. 

You can buy a house in Leonhart for 15k [6]. On your first play-through, the best thing to do is buy it and rent it out, generating a constant stream of CREDIT 

into your account. However, if you’re playing through a new game+, and have got to a point where you have met all the integrally hackable/recruitable 

players,  there will be a player in your house. This player gives you a Mysterious Crystone, which takes you to confront a character that may or may not be 

Darkstrike. You will recognise this character as the one that can be frequently seen ‘guiding’ you, and leaving you items… Another note on this property- 

you will still own it on your new game+ file, so there’s no need to save up the 15k required to buy it a second time. 

Just to the east of the purchasable house, you can take on a quest (after Masamae’s playable story arc) to take out a Cybersex Pest [7], who will be located 

in the upper floor of the Warehouse Dungeon. This guy is pretty tough on account of the three puppets he summons at the beginning of the battle, so come 

prepared. 

(After Masamae’s playable story arc, warping to Leonhart will sometimes result in a kind of creepy alternative town, with ghosts wandering about, and 

some gibberish text from the mysterious character often witnessed throughout the game. There isn’t really anything of value here, it’s just an indication of 

the degredation of Online World, as your quest continues. From this point, you will also find the textures in towns flicker). 

Speaking of new game+, one of the 2nd Grade Upgrade items is located in the Fort’s dungeon [8], which is also in the sandy south-east section of the town. 

The High Rollers Guildhall [9] is home to the PKers Quest, which can be accepted from level 30. If you intend to follow the viruous route, it is recommended 

that you level up somewhat past 30, because the fight is quite tough. Alternatively, if you have no morals, you can accept the bribe and allow the PKer to go 

free. You can also return to the Quest vendor and hack him, if you’re feeling particularly spiteful. 

Lastly, the three characters that are always present near to where you first warp in [10] contains a recruitable character, from level 50 onwards. She will 

also unlock a one-off dungeon, and gift you a nice item at the end of it. 

The Trioarch tournament area is located to the South-west of the town [11] (which is where you’ll also meet with Haillei, when the time comes), with the 

Gatestone situated to the North-West [12]. 
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Magmacave Dungeon 

Once you’re done exploring Leonhart, you can head over to the 

gatestone and warp to level 5: Magmacave. (You warp in at [5]. 

Pyro-ype monsters are all exceptionally weak to Aqua, so buy 

skills that use this element. The spiders are weak to Gaia-type 

skills, so, you know what to do.  

The first aim of the dungeon is to unlock the secret path. This is 

done by approaching all of the dragon bones [1, 2, 3] scattered 

throughout, thus initiating a battle with a Viscious Spirit. By 

beating all three spirits, you’ll unlock the path into the next 

section [4]. 

Captain Vengeance would also like to square his embarassment 

by beating you here, found to the western-most part of the 

dungeon [6]. 

Treasure chests are located at []. 

After you have completed the dungeon, the bonus crypt unlocks 

at point [7], allowing you to face off against a tough Pyrodragon 

monster, again, weak to Aqua. Ideally, you’ll want to beat him 

by the 6th turn (or use protective techniques), upon which point 

he will summon a meteor spell that damages your whole party. 

SO! Having beaten the spirits, head down, south past the warp 

crystal [5], and through the door [8] into a small puzzle section. 
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So, you just have to push the boulders to create a 

path. Should you cock up, you can reset their 

positions by exiting the room and re-entering (the 

same can be said for any puzzles of this type). 

I’ve used white arrows to indicate which direction to 

push the boulders. 

In the next room, where the boss should be, are a 

couple of chests [9, 10] (one of which requires the password from one of the questboard quests to 

open. It’s 991). Once you’ve opened them, head south to the throne, which is where the boss 

would normally be. When you’re done listening to the players bitching about the boss’s absense, 

you’ll be confronted by Camadre of the Justica. BUT! Just in the nick of time, Jaque pulls you from 

the dungeon to tell you that Hax Compleck it melting! Oh no! What could this mean? He doesn’t 

know. Anyway, he’ll drop the Gatestone to Leonhart, and warp out.  

At this point, you can either head back into Magmacave to take on the dungeon’s boss and wipe 

out the bonus crypt, or you can progress onto the next dungeon. 
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Ice Fortress 

Welcome to the icy hell, rampant with half-frozen zombies and moving statues! This 

dungeon is one of my favourites. You’ll start at point [1], then head north to face off 

against the Demon Dog and the Icy Dragon monsters [2]. As you might have guessed, 

monsters here partcularly dislike the Pyro element, so blast away with appropriate 

spells/skills.  

Treasure chests are located throughout [3-8].  

Once you come to the entrance of the Fortress itself, you’ll be presented with three 

switches [9]. Flick the 1st and 3rd, and the Gate will open itself. Head on through, up the 

path and into the fortress. 

Once inside, you’ll be attacked by particularly annoying monsters that are completely 

impervious to physical damage. Elemental strike attacks are fine, as are normal spells, 

so order your team accordingly.  

You have to beat all of the Ghasts on the first floor in order to unlock the switch in  the 

book (on the table to the north), and thus remove the stone blocking the way to the 

stairwell. 

Once you’ve done this, head down into the next section, have a bit of a poke around, 

then head through the door to the North.  in here, there is a riddle: 

“I'm in you, but not in him. I go up, but not down. 

I'm in a colosseum but not the tower. 

I'm in a puzzle, but not the answer. 

What am I?” 
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If you’re not into riddles, then you’re in luck, because you have a gameguide. The answer is ‘the letter u.’ Once you’ve selected the correct answer, the fire 

in the fireplace to the North will go out, alowing you to pass through and into the nether regions of the castle. 

There’s no boss down here, so head through and speak to… Jaque! He’s been waiting for you, and instructs you to return to HC at your earliest 

convenience.  

Great news! The key has been linked, and you’re free to use it at any point. Go for it, and you’ll warp to: 
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#C1<$% 

Welcome to the dustbin for data. This place is a 

mismatch of broke, corrupted and otherwise unusable 

data. Jaque wanders off [1], leaving you to explore. 

As you can see, it is a small area, but if you head over the 

invisible bridge [2], you can find a treasure chest [3] 

containing either a weapon, or if you’re playing on new 

game+, a Demon Blade (which is used to mature a 

particular recruit). 

When you’re done exploring, go and speak to the green-

haired girl [4], whom you may recognise from the game’s 

introduction sequence. 

Jaque interupts, and is distraught at what you have found 

here. Jaque and Jenny used to play Online World 

together, and what you have just encountered appears 

to be a remnant of whatever event ‘took the players.’ 

Lost for words (for once), Jaque warps out. 

On another note, the ‘guide’ character is seen on the Northern-most bridge [5], obersving as always. No reveal here though ;) 

You’ll be warped straight back to HC after this little tete-a-tete, at which point you’ll get a couple of Facelike messages. The first is from Jaque, apologising 

for his speedy departure, and the second is from a mysterious character requesting an audience at the next dungeon. So… what are you waiting for? 
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Skyisles 

Another of my favourites, the Skyisles are just that; floating 

islands. The main aim is to capture some ‘Electofire’, and bring it 

to the man by the tent [10]. No work of shakespeare, I know. 

Blame EPT, they created Online World. You warp in at [1]. 

This is the first dungeon that utlises ‘jump circles’. Touching 

these will launch your character across gorges, rivers, objcts etc. 

Treasure chests are located at [2-6], and there is a character 

who for some reason also gifts you an item. The bonus crypt is 

located at [7]. There is a breakable wall, if you have a pickaxe, 

located at [8]. 

A pretty straightforward dungeon really. Upon trying to capture 

some Electofire from the construct [9], you’ll be greeted by a 

character named Alexis, also of the Whitewings guild.  

Unfortunely, she’s not the one who messaged you through 

Facelike. How disappointing. Anyway, once you’re done here, 

you can head back to HC to receive yet more Facelike message-

ness. 

This next message is from the original ‘mysterious person’, and 

exlains that they are being monitored. He/she has found a safe 

position at level 9, however you’ll have to advance through level 

8 in order to get there.  
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Alchemist’s Manor 

Who is thi alchemist? A question you may ask yourself. For 

now, you’ll have to wonder. 

This dungeon is rife with majiqually animated puppets. Little 

bastards use GaGaia, which damages your entire party for a 

substantial amount of damage.  

There is a broken wall that you can smash [1], if you have 

acquired a pickaxe (if not, you’ll have to come back with one). 

Treasure chests throughout, as per normal [2-5].  

Once you’ve beaten the boss, the Bonus Crypt is located st 

[6]. 

To advance the dungeon, head into the servants quarters [7], 

and check the gargoyle statue. Behind said statue is a switch, 

which removes the well from [8]. Head to where the well 

was, and you can head into the udnerground section. 

If you have picked up the ‘Warrant’ quest from the 

questboard, the bandit that you need to defeat is located in 

these unders (as well as a pickaxe that you can pick up. 

Where the bandit is standing, there is also a cracked wall that 

can be taken down with a good swing from a pickaxe (one of 

which is available where you just climbed down). 
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Once inside, you need to head over to the table with the 

candlesticks on it [9], then to the west of the throne [10], up the 

stairs. Upstairs, you’ll be able to read a page from Vesuvious’ 

journal [11], mentioning something about the World’s catalyst. This 

adds to the great puzzle. I won’t point out treasure chests inside, 

ther’re all obiously located. 

Having delved into Vesuvious’ ramblings, feel free to head 

downstairs to meet him [12]. After a little chat, he’ll leave you to 

fight off his guardians; The Rogue and Darkpriest. Watch out for 

the Darkpriest’s Lumosal spell, as this damages your entire team, 

and the Rogue’s Flurry of Blades, which damages a team member 

twice. Tough stuff! 

Anyway, head back to Leonhart and check the gatestone for the 

next dungeon. 
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Warehouse 

The warehouse is chock-full of boxed. Tons, and 

tons of boxes. They can be pushed around, much 

like boulders, to clear a path. 

Your goal, starting from [1], is to head up to the 

next level (collecting chests along the way, why 

not [2-14]). Should you get stuck and need to 

reset the boxes, just warp out and back in again. 

When you come out on the next level is where 

the ‘Cybersex Pest’ protagonist is located. Watch 

out, if attacking him, because he summons three 

puppets to fight alongside him. 

Anyway, your task is to find two track pieces [15, 

16], to fix the broken areas of track and flick the 

switch [17], which allows you to enter the 

Warehouse’s basement from [18], where the 

mysterious Facelike character is located [19]. 

If you like, you can take on the Daemon in the 

basement too, which results in a Hellfire Lamp, 

which is great if you run with a Chantan recruit, 

as this allows you to (in conjunction with a 

growth ribbon) attain the Chaoschant recruit. 

Returning to this dungeon at a later date will 

allow entry to the Bonus Crypt at [20]. 
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Surprise! The stranger is in fact Masamae; the administrator you met 

in Level 3 (and will have seen in a short cutscene). Masamae used to 

play Online World back in the early days, until being offered an 

admistritive position, which he took up alongside Chelise. Chelise has 

since had a couple of promotions and heads up the whole team, while 

Masamae does the bare minimum required to keep his position (which 

is in fact a volunteer position).  

Having lost the ‘x’ factor that orignally inspired him to take the role, 

Masamae now seeks something more. And he might just find it… 

 

After the cutscene with Masamae, you will in fact play as him for a short 

while.  

 

Up: Upper Level 

Right: Basement 
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Masamae’s Short Story Arc 

Masamae has access to areas that even Jay can’t get to (or maybe he just doesn’t have the inclination to enter the internal server-space). As such, it’s only 

natural that we should follow some of his exploits.  

The first part gives a little insight into the stormy, yet oddly affectionate relationship between Masamae and Chelise, then Masamae heads over to the 

massive Justica Guildhall to meet with Camadre, who appears to have something of a soft spot for the horse-mounted administrator. 

A conversation ensues, during which, Masamae gets a little overexcited at the possibility of living in a cattle-farm for life-stealing digital vampires (a little 

eccentric, don’t you think? He might have a point though), after which he promptly leaves to pursue his original task. 

 

First of all, you don’t have any menu access here, and will be 

prompted by Masamae to back up your data at certain points, 

rather than right away. There is no ‘heal after battle’ here (the 

place is full of glitches), so if you start to get low on health just 

use Masamae’s special potions in battle. 

You may notice that all of your items from playing as Jay are 

also present in your inventory. Weird huh? 

The aim here is to turn the junction box [1] to face the second 

portal, and thus open the way into the next section. Easily 

done, and confirmed with strikes of lightning. Head though [2] 

to the next section. 
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All that is required of you here (apart from staying alive), 

is to head towards the tower at [3], then over to the 

pyramid structure at [4]. You will receive a plea for help 

from a mysterious figure (that you should recognise), and 

Masamae starts to gets a little freaked out. 

 

 

This is your first encounter with Muthu; custodian of Online Realm (which is NOT Online World, 

no, far from it). More on that later. 

Jenny is present here, and will be promptly banished by this Muthu. A short chat between 

Muthu and Masamae reveals the impending destruction of either Online World or the Physical 

Realm (open to interpretation), after which the screen fades out, leaving Masamae’s fate to 

your imagination.  
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HC-2 

Back to Jay now, and he’s been hard at work! A brand-spanking new base for all your devious little hacking plots and plans! You do still have the item that 

allows return to HC, however it is now a delapidated version of its previous self. The reason for this is not clear, however, if you’re feeling particularly brave, 

you can take on the SYSTEM1-ZA^&K monster that has taken up residence here (not recommended until level 40+). Doing so will not only grant you two 

secondary growth items, but also a growth ribbon. Well worth a shot. Save first, haha. 

 

Anyways, HC-2 has a new arena and upgraded shop, so check these out at your leisure. There is also a ‘Data Forge’, the purpose of which is to combine data 

cores into hacked keys for locked dungeons. Cool huh? First though, you’ll get a message from the Whitewings Guild, asking you to come to the Trioarch 

Tournament at Leonhart to discuss a few things. It seems that your actions as a hacker have not gone unnoticed. 

So, go ahead and head to the Southern-most section of Leonhart, where you will notice a group of four players huddled together. They ask a simple 

question; ‘why do what you’re doing?’ Jay’s reply is along the lines of; ‘I didn’t know, but I kinda do now.’ 

The disappearing players has played on Jay’s mind, especially since meeting Jaque and Jenny. He has seen with his own two eyes how this event has 

destroyed lives. It all comes back to that old cliché from Spiderman: “With great power, comes great responsibility.” Well, Jay seems to think so too. 

Haillei of the Whitewings sets you a mammoth task; seek out and recruit key players of Online World, recruit them to the cause. Build an army, so to speak. 
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This presents the central branch in the story. You can either follow the path of the hacker; hack each recruit for their data, growing your account 

exponentially over a short period of time (but being lonely in the process?), or follow the route of the recruiter; convince each player to join you and help, 

as well as forging relationships in the process.  

Whichever path you choose (or somewhere in between, but you will eventually fall to one side of that boundary when the game decides what kind fo a 

player you are) will dictate how your ending plays out. Also note that if you continue onto a new game+ game, those choices cannot be changed. In order to 

access your alternate ending, you must start a new game and play differently.  

There are a number of factors that affect your stance on being a hacker/recruiter. Hacking and recruiting normal players throughout towns and completing 

player’s quests all manipulate a series of variables that eventually dictate whether you are really trying to help people, or whether you’re just a power-

hungry madman (no comment). 

Anyway! If you head back to HC-2 and enter the data forge, you’ll find your first key. All keys are named for the cores used to create them, and generally, 

the rarer the core, the more difficult the dungeon. This guide will follow the intended path, but it’s up to you which dungeons you wish to complete and in 

which order. Some are optional, others are integral to the story. 

A couple of quick afterthoughts on this place- 

You can return here even after entering the ‘place where the ending happens’. If you do so, there’s a secondary growth item (Blacklight Lamp/Black Scythe). 

If you recruit all of the possible integral characters, you will find a secondary growth item in a chest here (Dragonscale/Dragon Egg).  

Recruiting Alexis to the cause means she’ll gift you a secondary growth item (Holy Lamp). 

If Haillei decides to join you (you recruit more than 6), she will also give you a secondary growth item (Mannequin). This has to be collected before all of the 

recruits have been hacked/recruited, because after this point, she wants to give you her Legendary Armour. If you are following the route of the hacker, 

you can return to the Alchemist’s manor after your encounter with Jaque in HC-2 to get the Mannequin, since Haillei won’t be along for the ride. 
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AlZo: Vinebrynth 

This dungeon is very straightforward, and features no secrets as such. Just beat all the monsters in your way, and head to the final section, where you’ll be 

presented with your first hack/recruit choice. Lois is a Samurai with something of a battlelust, and as such, if you try to recruit him, the taste of your blade 

(or spells) is the bets way to convince him to join the cause. If you hack him, you’ll get no dialogue, and will just reap the experience and item rewards of 

spilling the contents of his account.  

Any recruits will head straight over to HC-2 (it would be infair to allow high-levels to join your party, where’s the fun in that? Besides, he’s not your SLAVE. 

Give over). Lois is quite a handy recruit, supplying you with a means to buy stat-boosting items such as protein. 

Not only that, but you’ll learn a new skill: ‘Band Together’, which allows Jay to call for help from every person he has recruited thus far. As such, the more 

players that he recruits, the stronger this special skill gets, balancing out the lack of experience boosts that could otherwise be gained from just hacking 

your way through the game. 

AlKi: Crypt 

Another relatively simple dungeon that shouldn’t get you too lost. One point worth mentioning is that when you reach the Yellow and Green floor switches, 

in order to advance, you must cstep on the Green switch. Upon reaching the end, you’ll come across Francis, a high-level Raider type. He just wants to know 

your true motivations as the Antihero of this story, whether that be Power, Experiences or Community. The only ‘wrong’ choice is the obvious one; Power. 

If you do answer incorrectly, you can always just hack the guy. Take that! Again, he’ll head over to HC-2 upon successfully convincing him, and your Band 

Together skill will grow in power. 
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ZoKi: Logging 

 

Another of my personal favourites, the Logging Camp is home to some SilicAI, 

Captain Vengeance (provided you have smushed him at the previously 

mentioned points), and K3lvin, another of the Whitewings guild. 

Captain Vengeance is located at [1]. 

There is a hidden path loacted at [2], with a title item to find.  

Before completing the dungeon, it is recommended that you check out the 

house at [3]. Inside is your first contact with one of the SilicAI; digital beings 

from outside the realms of Online World. Once you’ve spoken with her, exit 

and re-enter the building for your chance to grab one of the Odd Books- one of 

four that automaticaly translates the weird text you see throughout the game. 

There are loads of treasure chests located throughout this dungeon, so check 

them all out [5-12], then head over to the tents [4] to activate the next part of 

your quest. 

First of all, you’ll speak to a second SilicAI stealing resources from Online 

World’s dungeons. She apologies, and it’s safe to assume that she is referring 

to the ‘event’ where players disappeared from Online World and the Physical 

Realm alike. 

After she warps out, there is a note, which speaks of ‘more SilicAI coming forth 

every day.’ After you’ve read this, K3lvin will approach Jay. He asks if Jay truly 

thinks he has what it takes to see this quest through (foolish though it may be). You can answer yes or no, or just hack him. There is no wrong answer here, 

for K3lvin appreciates both honesty and cockiness, it seems. 
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AlMa: Watery Island 

What a creative name! It is what it is. Anyways, you’ll warp onto a 

single island with a tower, and two pedestals beside it. Your aim is to 

drain the water, collect two orbs from the caverns below, break the 

tower, and enter the final room, where Alexis is based.  

There are two separate entrances [1, 2] to the caverns, once you’ve drained the 

water. From each, one of the orbs can be found [3, 4]. There are chests at [6-10] 

There is also a Growth Ribbon in a chest in the underground caverns [5], so make sure 

to pick that up on your way through. Once you have the orbs, head back to the tower 

and place on on each side. Then, enter the tower to find Alexis. 

Alexis is well aware that you might just hack her data, and simply asks that whichever 

route you’re going to take, to just get on with it. If you decide to recruit her, she 

challenges you to a battle, but even if you lose, she takes pity on poor, pathetic you, 

and joins the team anyway. How nice! 
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ZoMa: Warm/Cold Forest 

So named for its uncanny ability to switch between being humid and 

bloody freezing cold, this is quite a sprawling dungeon with lots of life.  

Depending on the state of the climate, you’ll face either Water or Ice 

elementals throughout (don’t worry about the wisps, they’re harmless).  

You aim is to work your way through from the start point [1], down to 

the first switch [2], which will change the temperature to somewhere 

below freezing. This will freeze all ponds, allowing you to cross and 

access various treasure chests, as well as the second switch [3], which  

 

will thaw the dungeon out once more. When you’re done exploring, 

jump onto the boat [4] to meet some developers, who would like to 

issue you with a warning, and drop a secondary growth item! Very 

generous. 
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KiMa: Skirate 

Everybody loves sky pirates! Unfortunately, these guys have all be subject to a nasty spell and have turned into ghosts. Too bad. This dungeon is very 

simple, just head onto the upper deck after collecting any treasure chests you see. There are two recruits here, and thus a chance to boost your Band 

Together skill twice in one go. 

Em and Ol (brother and sister), also of Whitewings, are a low-ish level and sometimes struggle. Ol is keen to get into the ‘endgame’ content, so often bites 

off more than he can chew. Their challenge is a simple one; to take out the dungeon’s boss and gift them the quest item that drops. It’s up to you, as usual, 

to decide whether to help them out or just stamp on their dreams. 

AlGe: Abandoned City 

This is technically an optional dungeon, since it has no recruitable members. It does contribute to the story though, and the experience and loot is always 

nice. So, the aim is to find a pile of bones in one of the buildings with a shining item attached to it. This is an item that repels Majiqual barriers, thus 

allowing you to bypass the barrier that prevented you from entering the ruins beneath the city. If you happen to have a pickaxe, there is also a crack that 

can be opened at [1]. 
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So, head down, have a little look around, then open the easy-to-find chests to get hold of a couple of bridge pieces (a note: the caged Efreet-type character 

down there is non-interactive. He’s just there to hang around and look manacing). Then, head back up to the surface and use the bridge pieces to rebuild 

the bridge [2]. If you hacked one of the players located in the City of Strife, he will attempt to exact revenge on you, before you can head over to the main 

boss; Chelise. 

Masamae has gone missing! But you kinda knew that already, right? With his fate possibly hanging in the balance, Chelise has dismounted from her high 

horse in search of him, remembering all the good times they had, before work began to get in the way. She attacks you like a hormonal teenager, then 

admits that she pretty much knew it wasn’t you. See, she’s been going through the server’s data log, and the ‘event’ that took the players, also seems to 

have happened to Masamae. 

There’s some made up techno-lingo here about data trails and such. Basically, when Jay does something, there are always signs that it happened, and he 

was the cause. But when the players disappeared, not only did their avatar vanish from the servers, but so did any trace of information regarding their 

previous existence. The same could almost be said of the real people associated with those avatars; their friends and family began to forget their names, 

and struggled to recollect details such as their voice and appearance (at this point, I hope to film a short film that explores the real-world version of events 

surrounding these vanishing people). 

ZoGe: Platformer 

 

 

 

 

 

Now, it was actually quite interesting, and simulteneously very frustrating, to manipulate this engine to act as a platformer game. The end result is a very 

raw-feeling level that succeeds in its ambitions, but may have benefited from the input of a proper programmer with a higher level of expertise than I. 

Anyway, your goal is to open the three chests [2-4], which unlocks the door [1]. Make sure to avoid touching the monsters!  
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KiGe: Minecart Junction 

 

There are two parts to this dungeon, [1] is the main path. Once you’ve dealt with the hack/recruit on the lower floors of the dungeon, head back up to [2], 

where you’ll be able to meet some SilicAI that will actually take the time out to have a quick chat with you. 

MaGe: Chess 

I love chess. I also find it difficult to find people to play with. So, during my daydreams, I came up with a situation where bored chess pieces became 

sentient and began attacking people. The result of my overactive imagination is this dungeon! 

There’s no real need for a screenshot here, as it’s relatively simple. In order to fight the boss, you have to take out all of the wandering chess pieces. During 

this battle royale, you can also try flicking the switch (once summons one bridge, twice summons the second bridge and removes the first) to get at the 

treasure chests.  

As you might expect, pawns are relatively weak melee units. The Knights have high attack and moderate defence, and the rooks have high defence and 

provide support to other units. The King can drain your Majique Pool with his manadrain strike, so Majique Tonics are always handy. 
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The boss will appear in the north-west section of the dungeon, and once beaten, you can head through into the next room which contains some treasure, 

and another SilicAI. These guys are like rodents! They get everywhere. Anyway, it seems this one fears players, and has been convinced that players kill 

SilicAI on sight. Even Jay isn’t that heartless (or maybe he is, you decide). So, it seems that someone has been spreading propoganda amongst these 

entities… but why? 
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AlTz: Pirate Cove 

Pirates pirates everywhere, but erm, where are the pirates? 

This dungeon marks a step up; it is the first ‘Tz’ core dungeon, and therefore the 

first of the elite dungeons. You’ll fight wild Dodobairdlings here- fast little 

critters that are hard to avoid.  

Head to the top of the bridge to see Tato, a potential recruit, talking with the 

two developers you have met already. They all promptly warp out. 

If you have already completed Nefarious’ first quest from Leonhart, you will find 

him inside the cove itself [1], and can chase him through the ship. He’ll issue 

another quest- to steal a whole house. Easy? It turns out to be; the player that 

owns the house has been looking for an excuse to re-roll a new character 

anyway. Such is the lack of motivation of the long-term players of Online World. 

See, Online World is more than a game, and less. It is an escape from the crappy 

state of reality that has resulted in many years of both world and civil war. 

Initiation is actually set in a backwards-future, where 2D games like Online 

World are pretty much all that commonly-working technology can handle. 
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ZoTz: Stonecircle 

Welcome to paradise! Everybody dreams 

of escaping to that sandy deserted island 

in the tropics. Ahhhhh. 

Oh, wait. This one is infested with 

Crystaline monsters and Maps-I mean 

paper-monsters. 

Ah well, can’t win them all. 

Anyway, to find Tato, just follow the 

footprints in the sand to an entrance to 

the side of one of the stone pillars [1]. 

Inside, he asks the question that 

everyone seems to be going on about. 

What is the REAL reason you fight? Truth, 

Justice, Revenge, or don’t you know? The only ‘wrong’ answer here is revenge. Is revenge really worth the fight? Surely, it is a path to self-destruction, and 

the destruction of others. And no, you can’t get his wings by hacking.  
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MaTz: Poisoned Wastes 

Been  a while since we’ve heard from the Justica, right? Well, 

worry not. There’s not much in the way of dungeon-ing here, 

unless you’re on a new game+. 

You start out at [1], have a bit of a poke around, then head 

towards the tower [2], where a skirmish has broken out amongst 

the divided members of the Justica. With Jaisone, the former 

leader on one side, and everybody else on the other, things aren’t 

looking too good for him. 

But here’s the reveal; Jaisone is no ordinary member of Online 

World. He is in fact a SilicAI, banished from his home for 

undisclosed reasons. 

Depending on your actions thus far, Jaisone or Camadre will stay, 

and the other will leave. Jaisone is the embodyment of ‘the ends 

justify the means’, whereas, as you have probably surmised for 

yourself, Camadre is all about blind obedience of the powers that 

be, and a façade of seeking Justice. 

Be sure to pick up the secondary growth item [3] before leaving. 
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If you ARE running a new game+, and have acquired all four of the ‘Odd Book’ items, you can 

enter the tower. This tower is also home to an entity whose origin is not the Physical Realm, or 

Online World. StromIV, regarded in Faballa lore as one of the creators of Online World resides 

here, a mere shadow of his former glory or power. 

There is one puzzle in the tower that can be a bit of a bitch, so I’ve laid out the path on the 

image (left). 

A little information on Online Realm: Online realm was indeed created by the entity StromIV 

(among others, but it was StromIV’s Thunder of Creation Spell that bound the elements into a 

true, habitable realm), before he was cast from his throne by the usurper Muthu. However, 

Muthu lacks the ability or power to truly rule over Online Realm, and thus reverts to the 

position of ‘Custodian of the Throne’. Power begins to leak from Online Realm, resulting in a the 

slow and painful death of the realm, as well as its inhabitants. Not only that, but the Virula are 

free to enter the realm, presenting yet another problem for its inhabitants. 

Having banished the original throne-keeper, Muthu has no choice but to lie in the bed she has 

created, while searching for a solution to the many problems. This is the true reason for the 

‘taking of the players.’  

Online Realm is but one of the realms connected by the Datastream; a kind of digital lifeforce 

that is in fact as real as the world we live in. This will be further explored in Corruption, and 

particularly Reboot. 
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KiTz: Goblin Camp Mountain 

In essence, an optional dungeon, but as always, 

beneficiel to you. Upon entering [1], head down to the 

camp area and speak to the Goblin Lord, who will ask 

you for three ingredients for his soup. Exciting stuff. 

These items are located at [2-4]. 

There are chests at [5-9], and a secret area that can be 

accessed with a pickaxe at [10].  

There happens to be a pickaxe bhind the tree at [11]. 

Upon returning with the three items, the original NPC 

character will be gone. In his stead will be a character 

who calls himself ‘Greaper’.  

This character is not a SilicAI as such, though he does 

work as the right-hand person (?) for Muthu. Perhaps a 

deal hath been struck between the Virula and the 

Custodian of the throne of Online Realm? Who knows. 

You may recognise him as the character in the intro 

sequence. He is the harvester of souls, which are used 

to sustain Online Realm. 
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GeTz: Overworld 

And what self-respecting fantasy game doesn’t have an 

overworld? While not strictly an overworld, this dungeon is 

one of the only dungeons that requires you to return to the 

crystal [1] to exit (unless you complete it). First of all, head 

into the cave, and head to the right to pick up a sail for your 

boat. Sail down to the mainland, and enter the tower [2]. The 

tower has a simple switch-puzzle, at the end of which you will 

be given the map for the ship (which allows you to travel 

over the whirlpools [4] and open the chest), and a weapon.  

On your first play through, you will be given the Grappledge; 

essentially a nunchuck with razor-blades. On a new game+, 

you will receive one of my two favourite ever weapons, the 

Endless Dark, or the Eternal Light swords (regardless of 

whether you have the weapons pack bonus code activated).  

A bit of useless trivia- these weapons I designed many years 

ago, and their roles were pivotal in the plot of that story 

(whose name escapes me). They are forged from the hearts 

of a Dying Star and a Black Hole respectively, and actually 

bond with the wielder. As the wielder grows and progresses, 

so does each weapon. 
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And since I can’t find the sketches of those weapons (they were so BADASS), here’s a random sketch of Sephiroth and Zack from Final Fantasy VII, and a Cat-

dude from ‘Chronicles of Angelo’ (an as-yet unreleased game of mine): 
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Oh yeah, I was writing a gameguide. Anyways, having acquired these EPIC weapons, you can head to the roof of the tower to face of against a tough-as-

nails boss, who drops some nice grade 4 loot. 

Once you’ve done this, you can head back onto the Overworld, then South to the castle [3]. Once there, have a look around; there are a couple of chests 

including one that contains a Growth Ribbon.  

Since this is the final dungeon in the game, the cutscene will only ensure when you have met, and decided the fate of every one of the recruitable storyline 

characters. Once you have done this, you’ll see an apparition of Masamae, who has no idea where he is (and how is he broadcasting that signal?). The 

conversation is shortlived, and when it’s over, you will be approached by another of the Developers; Josh Turney. Hm, kinda sounds like Ross Tunney, right? 

Weird. 

Anyways, you can choose to recruit or hack this man-of-few-words, as with the other recruits. Be warned though, regardless of your decision, he will fight 

you first. Finally, you have hacked/recruited your way through every single player that you have been presented with. Congratulations! 

Head on back to HC-2 for a confrontation with an old face… Jaque. 

He’s been a busy bee, found himself a new home, and recovered an old friend.  

He wishes you to complete one final task: forge the ultimkey, using one of each data core. This ultimkey, when forged, will actually transport you and your 

recruited team (if you have recruited enough players) to the Administrator’s Office, so to speak. The choices that you have made thus far have now cast 

your fate in stone. Your previous actions will shape Jay’s ongoing decisions. 

So, go ahead and collect all the necessary cores, if you haven’t done so already. If you have Haillei on board, she will help instigate the forge, and if not, Jay 

will automatically begin the process on his own.  
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Admin Point 

So, you finally made it. If you have a team of followers, they will wander off and attempt to fight the guardian monsters that protect the Administrators 

documents and server files. Think of 

them as free-to-roam firewalls!  

If they have formed teams, they will be 

successful in taking out some of these 

tough mobs, but if not, you’ll see many 

of them disappear (who knows if they 

will ever return?). 

Captain Vengeance will potentially make 

another appearance here, vowing to 

take you down once and for all. It is still 

not clear for whom he works, if 

anybody, and just how did he get into 

the massively protected Administrator’s 

hangout anyways? 

You may or may not come across the 

final administrators, depending on your 

choices made throughout the game. 

Regardless… enter the door and 

continue your quest… 
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Welcome… to Online Realm 

Yes, the realm of the SilicAI 

awaits. Don’t get too comfortable 

though, because things are going 

to change.  

Depending on your choices 

throughout the game, you will 

get completely different turn of 

events. 

Either way, the offer is the same. 

Forget your world, your body and 

all the peolple you once knew.  

Are you a power-hungry hacker, 

with a complete disregard for the 

welfare of others? Do you seek 

only that which provides 

personal gain? 

Or do you fight the good fight, 

protecting players and the real 

people that hide behind those 

avatars? Do you seek justice? 

This marks the end of Initiation, but fear not. Corruption continues Jay’s story, stemming from those choices you have made (making it two complete games 

in one package). Will you live your life in Online Realm, or will you continue your fight to destroy Online Realm and the people that dwell within? 

*Quick note, keys are now disabled… except for the HC-2 Crystone… 

New Reality
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Edit: Another quick note, the odd book IV can be found on the outside of the sky-palace, before you enter for your confrontation with Muthu.
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New Game + 

Once you have played through the ending sequence, you will be informed that you have unlocked the ability to repay the game with some additional 

content and challenges. It is recommended that you save on a separate file at this point (upon importing your save file into Corruption, you will have to 

‘complete the game’ by beating your respective end boss, then you will progress straight onto Corruption’s introduction). Once you have done so, return to 

the title screen and click ‘new game +’ to replay though Initiation. 

Depending on your actions through the game, upon returning to Strife (you don’t play through the Event Dungeon as Prometh on this type of save file), you 

will be gifted a special costume; either the Angel of Mercy, or the Angel of Death. Both are cool. 

You may notice that you have retained all of your previous party members, though they have now reverted back to level 1. They keep all of their skills, but 

you no longer have access to the awesome equipment you’ve probably been stockpiling. This is to prevent the game from becoming TOO unbalanced. 

During the course of your second adventure, you can actually change your action to unlock the alternative ending to the one you have already witness, as 

well as take on some new challenges as documented earlier in the guide. 

Do keep in mind though- when you progress onto Corruption, it will be the most recent choices that determine how your story will play out…  
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Quest Dungeons 

There are a few quest dungeons that can be undertaken from the Questboard, and through other players. This section delves into these dungeons. 

Jell Labrinth 

A very simple kill-quest, this dungeon contains 15 Fungi monsters that must be vanquished in order to complete the quest. Simples! 

 

Puzzle Room 

Another quick-ish dungeon. Your goal is to slide your way around the slalem, and 

retrieve the candlebra from the end. I’ve taken the liberty of marking out the 

intended path, though it’s not a difficult puzzle.  
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Package Delivery 

Another easy one, just head to the west of the ghost in the forest dungeon to deliver the package, and return to town. 

Rescue the Prisoner in Strom 

This entire dungeon was in fact designed on paper by StromIV; one of the sponsors of the project. The goal is to find the prisoner, located at the end of the 

forest floor [1].  
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There are a number of chests throughout (all easy to find), and a 

couple of ‘trap’ areas that require you to defeat enemies in order 

to progress. Once you have found the prisoner [1] (a young girl 

held hostage by spiders), you can return to town and hand the 

quest in. 

The following quest asks that you return to this dungeon and head 

into the cave system, the entrance of which is located near your 

previous destination [2]. 

There are two floors to the cave system, and each one is 

progressively more difficult than the last.  

The first floor has a couple of easy-see chests, except for one that 

is on an upper level [3]. There is also a ladder piece at [] that can 

be used to access the chest on the upper floor at [4]. 

If you have a pickaxe, you can break through the wall at [5] to get 

some nice loot. It might be worth mentioning for reference that 

you enter at [6] and drop to the next basement level at [7]. 
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The final boss of the dungeon is at the 

furthest point [8]. 

Once you’ve taken down the Arachniquen, 

you can head back to town and hand the 

quest in. 
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Magmacave Locked Chest 

You’ll need to visit the last floor of the Magmacave dungeon and enter code ‘991’ in order to unlock it. Apart from the rewards in the chests, you will also 

be rewarded for handing the quest in. If you have been following this guide, you’ll probably have already done it, and as such, can hand in immediately after 

receiving the quest. 

The King has Issued a Warrant! 

If you picked this quest up before heading out to the Alchemist’s manor dungeon, there’s every chance that you have beaten the culprit already. If not, go 

ahead and jump into the underground system below the manor, and you’ll find the bandit cultist standing next to a breakable piece of wall, near the 

entrance to the manor itself. 

  

New Reality
Typewriter
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Protection Questline 

Upon completing the bandit quest, you’ll be 

handed a Village of Seph Crystone and 

informed that you can now take on the 

Protection questline. Save before using it 

though, because you’ll instantly be pulled 

into a ‘Fortress Mode’ style assault, and you 

have to defend a character from being 

swarmed by Orcans! 

Monsters will attack from all sides, and it is 

up to you to ensure the NPC does not sustain 

three hits in a row (he regenerates health as 

long as attacks aren’t continuous. This is 

pretty tough, so make sure to hold shift to 

dash around and take the mobs out before 

they get too close. 

Upon successful completion, you’re free to 

have a wander round, beat any of the wolves 

in the area and open the conveniently-placed 

chests. When you’re ready to continue 

though, head back to the NPC.  

He informs you that Orcans have a camp not 

too far from the Village, and he’d like you to cull their numbers. You need to traverse the old mine shafts, entered via the old shack to the North of town [1] 

to reach the camp. 

 

1 
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Here’s the map for the main section of the underground passgeway. 

There are a ton of treasure chests in this dungeon, none of 

which are hard to find, and it is your aim to enter one side [2], 

and make it to the far end and out the other side [3]. 

  

3 

2 
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The camp itself is relatively 

straight forward. You need 

to beat all of the Orcans, 

then warp back to the main 

camp to collect your bounty. 

The subsequent quest 

requires that you use some 

dynamite to destroy the 

boulder [1] blocking the 

entrance to their nest, and 

remove the leader. This will 

stop any future Orcans 

attacking the Village. There 

are a few chests, but they’re 

pretty easy to find. 

  1 
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The Legendary Katana 

The NPC explains that a legendary weapon, the Katana wielded by Phillip the Sturdy’s right-hand man, was sealed away in a Vault. Since that time, the 

Katana has been corrupted by the very substance that held it in place. As it turns out, the Katana has fallen into the hands of the Black King (a boss designed 

by Sponsor Fayd). The Black King has run mad, taking over the vault and filling it with henchman. While he cannot use the Katana in its present state, it still 

presents a threat to the safety of the Village, and the very World of Faballa. 

So, use the Crystone and head out there! 

The vault is VERY straight forward. Apart from being progressively tough, you should have no issues with puzzzles etc. Before you head in, however, ensure 

you pick up the ‘Subdue-gate’ item from the dead character at the entrance to the dungeon. As it happens, this is the Queen. The Black King has run mad, 

and exiled her from the Vault. However, as she left, the King sent one of his henchman to bring her back, but when she refused, the pawn (being quite 

dumb) struck her down. 

Upon entering, you’ll come across some characters 

from the Demurra Guild. Some way through, they 

speak of a player that has taken up residence within 

the dungeon; Fayd the Stormlord. He’s a tough fight, 

but the Demurrer guys will jump in and deal some 

damage to help out. 

Once you beat Fayd, you the players leave the 

dungeon (after a coffee-related mishap). You are free 

to continue on to challenge the Black King. 

Before leaving, make sure you pick up 10 corrupt souls 

from the pawns, bishops, rooks and knights by 

defeating them in combat. Once you have the Katana 

and corrupt souls, you can head back to Seph, where 

you’ll be given the Holy Annex Crystone. 
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The inspiration for this dungeon might be obvious to some of you. It 

marks the point within Online World where many networks of the 

Datastream converge (if only you could tap that power!), and as such, 

provides much interest for Vesuvious from the Alchemists’ manor 

dungeon.  

 

“It's a wonder, 

How they managed to create something so magnificent... 

...by accident.” 

 

Vesuvious has an integral part to play in the coming story, and will play a 

much more pivotal role in Corruption. 

For now, he leaves you to your business. Upon purifying the Katana, you 

will either get a standard Katana, or, if you have activated the weapons 

pack, you will receive the Katana of Whitefire. 

If you like, you can whip back to Seph to collect on the bounty for the 

quest. This marks the end of the Faballa Quests. 

(If you are following the route of the hacker, and have been approached 

by Jaque in HC-2, you can find the Holy Lamp secondary growth item 

here. If you’re being a good guy, you can receive this item from Alexis once she has taken up residence in HC-2. 
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Tantaluz Tower 

The final dungeon I’ll tell you about is Tantaluz Tower. The Tantaluz band were backers of the project. They provided the dungeon high concept, concept 

artwork, enemy designs and soundtracks. On each floor, you’ll have to battle a member of the band, and once you reach the top, you can listen to a 

minute-long track of 

theirs. It’s worth sticking 

around for the full 

minute, on account of 

the ‘Duncan’s Bassaxe’ 

unique weapon you can 

aqcuire if you do some 

groupie style ass-kissing. 

It was a pleasure to work 

with these guys, and I 

hope they return in any 

future projects. 
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Things to Look Forward to in Corruption 

Crafting – There will be no equipment or item vendors at all in the next title. Equipment enhancement, recruit enhancement and items will also be crafted 

from monster drops, using recipes provided by vendors. 

Expanded Trioarch Deck – More cards! Tioarch returns in Corruption, naturally. 

New Elements – While many of Online World’s rules still apply, Online Realm is held together and functions from a network of completely different 

‘elements’ such as ‘Mai.’ There are six elements, three pairs of opposing types. 

Skill Fusion – Using certain skill combinations in succession will result in powerful Data-torrents; powerful bursts of energy directly from the Datastream. 

Blood-Majique – Jay can gain access to powerful skills that drain his lifeforce, adding a new tactical element to battles. 

Real Death – Things are getting serious, and failing to win battles will result in your permanent loss of life force. Oops! 

Higher Level Cap – Level up to 95, to assist you in the completion of your chosen quest. 

Larger Party Size – Keep up to five party members, including a pet monster (if you wish). 

Larger Enemy Formations – Less one-on-four battles, and more epic team-based battles, causing you to plan your method of attack. 

Potential Plans for Town-Building – Both ‘Virtual’ and ‘Real’ Jay will potentially gain access to a feature whereby he can build a town from scratch, after 

sourcing the resources required to do so. 

Continue the Many Stories within – There are many plot arcs that are going to be fleshed out in Corruption, and you get to pick and choose which ones you 

wish to pursue. Do you wish to know how the Jenny & Jaque arc transpires? Do you wish to find out who the true Darkstrike is? What about that mysterious 

bald and suited man who guided you through your journey, leaving you hints and items? 

Your values will be questioned – The plot may flip your values on their head, poising you as the villain when your aim was to be virtuous. 
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The Future of Studio 69  

First and foremost, I am rebranding the company. We’ll now be known as ‘Studio 69 Games and Media’. There will be a new site up 

with a more professional, less bloggy look to it. I feel this re-branding is integral in becoming recognised and respected in the games 

development community. 

What’s next? Well, Data Hacker is being put in the pot to stew for a little while (allow the creative juices to ferment), while I work 

on a much smaller-scale project called Fantasyche. The first installment of this new game will be based around a man named Mike 

living in our real world. Suffering with depression, Mike often ‘daydreams’ as a form of coping mechanism, transporting himself to a 

fantasy realm where his low-level sword-swinging hero must battle with Guilt, Self-Doubt, and other manifestations of his own 

sense of worthlessness. 

I will also be providing ongoing support for any issues that may have been missed during the testing phase of Initiation. Since I’m 

not tied to a publisher, I can dedicate as much time as needed to ironing out any problems. I am going to take this time ‘away from 

Data Hacker’ to network and find the right artists for the job. I’d like Corruption to be more visually inspiring, and to do that, we 

need to take a more planned approach to the title. 

I will also be kickstarting both Fantasyche and the Mobile/Boxed versions of Trioarch.  

I will then sit down and really start to pump ideas through Corruption. With the stage already having been set in Initiation, it should 

be an easy transition, and having worked on a couple of smaller projects in the meantime, the creative juices will have stewed, 

leaving us with a pallatable design that will flow seamlessly onto the canvas that is my computer. 

Once again, I thank you for becoming a part of this marvellous journey that we tread together.   
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Some awesome Statistics regarding Initiation (and the sheer amount of work it took) 

Number of different maps used in the game: 215 

Number of Class Archetypes: 50+ 

Number of Skills: 180+ 

Number of items: 150+ 

Number of Weapons: 200+ 

Number of Armours: 120+ 

Number of Battlers (including players): 220+ 

Number of Different Status Afflictions/Buffs: 47 

Number of ‘Common’ events: 126 

Number of Original tracks in the OST: 357 

 

Estimated number of personal man-hours: 700+ 

This includes planning, design, implementation, testing and tweaking, and DOES NOT include Marketing, PR or Campaign Management hours. 

Seems a lot now that I work it out… wow. 

I hope that this project meets your expectations, and also hope you look forward to future projects from Studio 69 Games and Media (formerly Gamers 

Immersive). Like the facebook page, follow us on Twitter, check out the website, and keep in touch! 

It’s going to be one hell of a journey! 

New Reality
Typewriter
Edit: Obviously not. There are 36 Original tracks in the Initiation Soundtrack. 

New Reality
Typewriter

New Reality
Strikeout
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Final Thoughts 

This being my first ever release, I have learned a lot during my time working on Initiation. I have met some AMAZING people. I have had some incredibly 

frustrating moments, and moments that I simply could not believe! 

I’m sorry that the guide isn’t quite as comprehensive as I actually intended it to be (70 pages though, not bad!). As it turns out, I pumped so much content 

into this game that there are some things that even I can’t remember where I put them! 

I make the game out to be around 25 hours long on a single playthrough, and in order to see everything and upgrade all your recruits fully before the 

coming war, you’ll also need to glide through a second play-through (you’ll be rewarded with more content and a slightly longer ending, naturally, not to 

mention the chance to change the course of your actions). 

I actually started out making a game that I wanted to play. I love the ability to tell amazing stories through games… I mean, it’s like a book you can play! It’s 

the best of both worlds for me. I have always been fascinated with the idea of parrallel worlds, or planes that co-exist but are unaware of each other. How 

could these planes be connected? I created the Datastream- a kind of Digital Life Force. There are many worlds connected by this Datastream, and it 

infiltrates more every day. I look forward to showing you these worlds. 

Whether or not I succeeded in any of my original goals when I began this project is not for me to decide. I look forward to hearing feedback from fans of the 

project, and promise to take it all on board. I just hope that this is everything you expected it you be. 

 

Lastly, I’d like to say a massive thank you to everyone; you have been the greatest inspiration. Before now, I never would have had the confidence to see a 

project of this scope through to the end. You have provided insights, thoughts, finances, inspiration and above all else, motivation to really make this as 

good as it deserves to be. 

Honestly, my initial outline of the project was to include more hours of play. But I personally feel that it is plenty long enough, I mean, I didn’t want the 

game to feel like I had padded it out just for the sake of more hours. In hindsight, I might have made some of the dungeons longer and saved some of the 

implemented designs for the future. I think that it is time to continue this story… and I’m SO up to the challenge. 

There are so many things I would like to do to explore this multiverse, including a short film (my intended Director is now busy making zombie movies), 

graphic novel (more on this soon!), a boxed version of Trioarch (going on sale soon!), and more! Let’s take it one step at a time. 
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Passive Abilities 

Almost an afterthought really. I had a brainwave, two days before release, of how to implement this feature. So, I did it. Some classes will provide boosting-

effects to their party members. Here’s a list of those classes, and who they provide a boost to: 

Dracokin -> Dragon Familiar 

Priest of Noire + Voidwalker -> Boost each other 

Mechanician -> Mechaguard 

Ethereal -> Entire Party 

Royal Guard -> Entire Party 

Soothsayer -> Entire Party 

Ascended -> Entire Party 

Underlord -> Entire Party 

Bladedancer -> Entire Party 
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Trioarch 

Words cannot express how grateful I was when legendary coder; Fomar0153 stepped up and 

offered to write the scripts for Trioarch! It’s a wonder to me, you know, that more RPGs don’t 

have mini-games like this. As a collector and completist, games like this are almost a MUST! 

They provide a nice break from the story, if nothing else. 

The game is relatively simple. You and your opponent each select three cards to play with. 

Then, you each place a card in succession on a 3x3 Grid. Your cards do battle, and whoever 

‘owns’ the most cards when all cards are played is the winner of the hand. The first player to 

get three wins under their belt is the winner of the game, and can select an opponent’s card to 

add to their own deck permanently. 

There are 20 cards in Initiation (one of which is only available through a Trioarch Milestone).  

 

There are more in the standalone version of Trioarch, which will be released shortly, 

and likewise for the boxed editions of the TCG. 

Each card has an attack stat, defence stat, and directions of attack (they can defend 

from any direction). 

Here’s a table that explains your chances of success in any given attack: 

  A B C D E 

1 100% 90 80 60 40 

2 90 80 70 60 40 

3 80 70 60 40 20 

4 70 60 40 20 10 

5 60 40 20 10 0 




